
Skills
NextJS, AstroJS, TailwindCSS, Python, Flask, Docker, Github Actions, AWS

Professional Experience
Cloud & Dev, Hyperce LLC

•Helping build & deploy robust eCom solutions with Vendure, PostgreSQL, NextJS, & AWS 
(EC2, ECS, RDS, Route 53, S3)
•Building the main website for the company focusing on modern designs with NextJS and 
Tailwind. (Working on Strapi for the website).

Frontend, Nest Nepal
•Revamped and redesigned most of the website with Astro + Tailwind  components for the 
main website.
•Automated deployments with Github Actions, reducing manual tasks. (FTP)

Servers Intern, Nest Nepal
•Worked on WHMCS, WHM and cPanel.
•Helped clients with basic problems on Tawk.to.
•Wrote a few articles on topics revolving around Web Hosting, Deployments to cPanel and 
stuff.

Projects
URL Shortener

•A basic solution for shortening URLs leveraging Flask and SQLAlchemy for the server, Next.js for UI, and Postgres for DB.

Utarchadhav
•Building a podcast website focusing on the creative side of the designs with NextJS and integrating API built in 
Typescript.
•Deployed both frontend (NextJS) and Backend (Typecript) in a Linux environment.

Saru's Archival
•Built the frontend of the whole project in NextJS and Tailwind including a user-friendly dashboard for feeding the data, 
integrating API built in Typescript.
•Deployed the backend for the code in a Linux environment (Linux, nvm, pm2, nginx).

Invey, Survey Platform
•Building a survey platform in NextJS with FastAPI Backend. Helping deploy FastAPI and create pipelines for CD.

nepseCLI, Python, Typer, APIs
•Built a Command Line Interface application using Python and Typer framework.
•Working on providing users with the API for all the data in the project.

Newsletter API
•Flask & SQLAlchemy Newsletter API: Built a backend for subscriber management using popular frameworks.
•Dockerized & Deployed: Packaged and ran the API efficiently with Docker, showcasing deployment skills.

Nepal Oil Corporation API, - 2023
Built a Flask API that scrapes static data from NOC official website with bs4 and curates the data and serves in REST.

Education
NEB 12, Nobel Academy
Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Computer Science
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